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1.0 Overview
The Mass Transit Agency (MTA) is developing the County of Hawai‘i's next generation Transit Master Plan
(TMP). The comprehensive TMP shall forecast a 20-year look ahead to the type of transit system that will
be required to meet Hawai‘i County's changing needs through 2036. The overarching objective of the TMP
is to identify what needs to be done to develop a high-quality transit system that is safe, reliable, friendly,
and accessible for all users.
The Transit Master Plan is the first for Hawai‘i County. The TMP will identify key corridors linking rural
communities and established performance standards for transit service. The TMP shall expand on that
work and include evaluation of rail modes, bus services, station design, capital infrastructure, and fare
structure. The TMP will integrate strategies for creating a transportation network which is designed and
operated to enable safe access for all users in Hawai'i County.
The TMP will be guided by and incorporate the following guiding principles:
Consider the movement of all people of all ages and abilities;
Consider all modes of transportation, but emphasize alternatives to the
automobile, including ride share, bicycle, and pedestrian accommodations;
Be cognizant of persons with disabilities and their modes of transportation
(coordinate with the Americans with Disability Act (ADA), and other regulations);
Set realistic priorities that are visionary, yet practical, measurable and
achievable;
Identify features of the transportation network or barriers that make it unsafe or
uncomfortable for all users including: transit users, pedestrians, cyclists, and
motorists;
Provide a means to measure existing safety, access and mobility, environmental
health and economic vitality - then provide tools to document change over time;
Be coordinated with the County of Hawai'i General Plan, other relevant Plans,
and State and County infrastructure improvement plans;
Be environmentally sensitive by reducing congestion, decreasing emissions, and
encouraging non-polluting modes of transportation;
Use the latest and best design criteria and guidelines while recognizing the need
for flexibility in balancing user needs;
Engage the community/stakeholders through public workshops and
presentations to establish consensus and broad support for a robust
transportation system; and,
Create a system that is safe, reliable, friendly, and accessible for all users,
providing mobility and appropriate technology.
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1.1.

About this Deliverable

Task 5 of the TMP scope of services includes three subtasks.
Task 5.1 Trends in Population, Employment, and Socio-economic Characteristics of the
Districts on the Island. Detailed information described in this subtask was provided in
the Task 4 report.
Task 5.2 Future Transit Markets
Task 5.3 Paratransit Service
This deliverable provides:
Population and housing forecasts,
Current and expected future development areas,
Road network and capacity,
Highlights impacting transit provision at the District level including transit needs as
defined in the District Community Development Plans,
How Paratransit and Shared Ride Taxi might be impacted,
Potential future of a Metropolitan Planning Organization designation for Hilo,
Discussion on transportation network companies and summary of some of the studies
that have been conducted,
Discussion of other transportation modes and how they relate to transit,
Listing of technology uses in transit, and
A summary of what is next.
This deliverable is organized as follows:
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0

Overview
Population Forecasts
Development Patterns
District Level Trends
Other Trends
Evolving Transportation Systems
Technology in Transit
Summary
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1.2.

Summary of Findings

Table 1-1 summarizes the future trends and the impacts of these on Hele-On services.
Table 1-1. Forecasts and Implications for Transit
Category

Population
(Page 5)

Elderly and
Disabled
Population
(Page 6)

Discussion
The population is forecasted to grow by
60% by the year 2040 from the last US
Census in 2010. In addition to the
296,322-resident population will be an
average 36,320 daily visitors.
The elderly and disabled population will
grow at a faster rate than other age
groups.
The age 85 and older will increase from
2.2 percent of the population to 5.2
percent.

Implications to Transportation System

People will be looking to transit to avoid
driving on increasingly congested streets.
Visitors will want easy access to the
County’s tourist sites.

An increase in the elderly and disabled
populations will add demand to
transportation programs including
paratransit and the shared ride taxi.
It is advisable to continue efforts to have
the elderly and disabled to use fixed
route transit.

Development
Patterns
(Page 12)

Growth areas are Hilo, Kona, and Puna.
The County has identified Puna and Ka‘ū
as underserved growth areas.
Underserved means limited services and
infrastructure.

Both Districts have long travel times to
urban centers. In addition, the zoning
includes large tracts resulting in low
density.

Road Capacity
(Page 15)

The only roads connecting Puna to Hilo
are currently “significantly over capacity.”
There are no major new road projects to
increase capacity to be able to serve
current demand let alone demand from
new development.

The single seat ride on transit may not be
the best mechanism to deal with
increasing traffic congestion on these
long routes. Not all roads are suitable for
transit services.

Housing
(Page 16)

Housing growth will not be spread evenly
throughout the County. Growth will occur
from a low of 29% in Hilo to a high of
171% in Hawaiian Paradise ParkOrchidland. Three regions with the
highest projected housing growth rates
are in the Puna District.

Resources will need to be increased to
serve the expected demand. Long trips
will need to be stream-lined with
passengers perhaps having to transfer to
another vehicle to complete their trip.
This impacts the fare system as well as
operational system.

Jobs, however, are projected to remain
concentrated in Hilo and Kona. Other
areas will see an increase, but the major
job centers will be as today.

Affordable housing will be in Districts
with long commutes to the job centers.
The roads will not be able to
accommodate additional single-occupant
vehicles, therefore, transit will be tasked
with providing additional services.

Employment
(Page 18)
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Table 1-1. Forecasts and Implications for Transit
Category

District Level
Trends
(Page 19)

Discussion
The Districts have unique characteristics
and the trends point to differences within
each District. All will need to plan for a
higher percentage of elderly and disabled
residents; however, Hilo and Kona have
more of the services geared to these
populations. Others will have more
residents but not enough jobs.

Implications to Transportation System

Several demographic indicators
determine transit propensity. Many
disabled people cannot access jobs,
education, or services with a personal
auto and rely upon public transportation.
Since many are located outside the
urbanized areas, looking at alternative
transportation modes other than ‘big
bus’ may be more cost effective.
Other issues that may be exacerbated by
the increased development are issues of
equity – Hilo’s airport is served by 8 bus
trips, while Kona’s has just a couple.
Consistency in service will be much more
important – attractions and
neighborhoods may need more than 1 or
2 trips.

ADA
Complementary
Paratransit and
Shared Ride
Taxi Programs
(Page 38)

Hele-On’s ADA Complementary
Paratransit program is new. It is offered
in the urban Hilo and Kona areas and
should be available in implemented in
other areas in the County. The SharedRide Taxi Program is available in Hilo only
and has been available for over a decade.

Both services can expect an increase in
demand in the future. The ADA service is
priced according to Federal law; the Taxi
Program has not had a fare increase in at
least 10 years. Both services will need to
be managed carefully to avoid
unsustainable subsidies.

Evolving
Transportation
Systems
(Page 40)

Developing a Complete Streets (CS) Policy
and incorporating CS principles into the
planning process is a County priority.
Bikesharing launched in Kona in 2016.
Both Lyft and Uber started services in
March 2017.

Pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicle
alternatives are being incorporated into
the overall transportation palette offered
by many jurisdictions. Hele-On has most
of these options available to incorporate
into the overall system. This is important
in those areas that are difficult to serve
with traditional fixed-route transit.

Technology
(Page 44)

Many transit systems are taking
advantage of technology, whether it is
real-time GIS based Apps to real-time
electronic displays at transit hubs,
automated next stop announcements,
automated passenger counts, fare
collection systems some using smart card
technology to video surveillance on buses
and at transit centers and hubs.

Hele-On is currently pursuing a GIS based
real time App that will allow passengers
to locate their bus and estimate its
arrival. This is a good start and can lead
to real-time electronic displays and other
systems. The Master Plan will review
these systems in the Financial and Capital
Plans.
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2.0 Population Forecasts
The County of Hawai‘i encompasses 4,028.02 square miles of land area. The geographic features found
within the County have a profound influence on the distribution of population and development which are
expected to be carried forward into the future. This section presents population forecasts to the year 2040.
The data was obtained from the County of Hawai‘i, the State of Hawai‘i Department of Business, Economic
Development and Tourism (DBEDT), the U.S. Census, and the American Community Survey (ACS).

2.1.

Population

The County population is forecasted to grow almost 60% by the year 2040 from the last US Census in 2010
as shown in Figure 2-1. The resident population numbers in Figure 2-1 do not include average daily visitors.
The resident population is defined as the number of persons whose usual place of residence is in an area,
regardless of physical location on the estimate or census date. It includes military personnel stationed or
home ported in the area but excludes persons of local origin attending school or in military service outside
the area. Adding to the resident population is the 31,703 average daily visitors recorded in 2016. The
number of average daily visitors is expected to rise to about 36,320 in 2040 per DBEDT Long Range
Projections.

Figure 2-1. Hawai‘i County Resident Population Forecasts
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Source: State of Hawai’i DBEDT, Long Range Projections 2040 Series

Figure 2-2 shows the percent growth for each of the five-year periods. As shown, the percent of
population growth is expected to decrease from a high of 9.3 percent in 2015 (from 2010) to 6.8 percent
in 2040 for the five-year periods. However, each five-year period is expected to have significant growth.
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Figure 2-2. Hawai‘i County Population Growth by Five Year Period
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The demand for public transportation will increase with the population growth and improving economy,
even though transit ridership has been on a decline since a 2013 fare increase. The continued decline in
ridership since 2013 can be attributed to system performance. Almost 33 percent of the 818 written
comments on the Hele-On Passenger Survey were about the need for reliable buses and on-time
performance. As Hele-On improves system performance, passenger ridership will increase and surpass
the high of 1,315,222 passengers in fiscal year 2012.

Elderly Population
The senior population is steadily increasing. Figure 2-3 shows how the composition of the County
population changes for three age groups to the year 2040. The age groups are: 19 and under, 20 to 64,
and 65 and older. Between 2015 and 2040 the 65 and older age group will increase by 72.9 percent and
the 19 and under age group will increase by 58.7 percent. The 20 to 64 age group will have the smallest
increase at 32.5 percent.
Figure 2-4 shows that the percent of the population aged 85 and older is expected to increase from 2.2
percent in 2015 to 5.2 percent in 2040.
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Figure 2-3. County Population Forecasts to 2040
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Figure 2-4. Percent of County Population Aged 85 and Older
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2040

The impacts of an aging population on transit demand and provision is an increasing topic for transit
agencies. The impacts include being cognizant of elderly trip making characteristics. Figure 2-5 presents
the trip purpose of Hele-On passengers for all passengers and for those passengers aged 65 and older. As
shown almost one-third (31.6 percent) of those aged 65 and older are on a shopping trip.

Figure 2-5. Hele-On Passenger Trip Purpose
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Source: 2017 Hele-On Passenger Survey

Work and school trips which comprise over 50 percent of all trips taken on Hele-On are generally
consistent – Monday through Friday during the peak periods. Shopping, social, and personal business trips
which comprise the majority of trips taken by those aged 65 and older generally occur after the morning
peak period through the afternoon peak period. This pattern spreads trip demand through the morning
and early afternoon hours, but increases demand during the afternoon peak period with school and work
trips competing with the other trips.

Disabled Population
The US Census 2011-2015 American Community Survey (ACS) 5-Year Estimates report the State of Hawai‘i
has 10.8 percent of the population with a disability. The County of Hawai‘i reported 13.1 percent of the
population with a disability as shown in Figure 2-6 in the five-year period 2011-2015. As discussed in the
Task 4: Existing Conditions report, the percent of population that is disabled varies widely by geographic
area. The US Census defines a person who reports any one of the follow six disability types as having a
disability:1

1

U.S. Census Bureau, https://www.census.gov/people/disability/methodology/acs.html
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Hearing difficulty deaf or having serious difficulty hearing.
Vision difficulty blind or having serious difficulty seeing, even when wearing glasses.
Cognitive difficulty because of a physical, mental, or emotional problem, having difficulty
remembering, concentrating, or making decisions.
Ambulatory difficulty having serious difficulty walking or climbing stairs.
Self-care difficulty having difficulty bathing or dressing.
Independent living difficulty because of a physical, mental, or emotional problem, having
difficulty doing errands alone such as visiting a doctor’s office or shopping.
Figure 2-6. Disability Status as a Percent of Total Population
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Source: American Community Survey, January 2017, Table S1810

While not fully predetermined, as the population ages, a higher percent have disabilities that impact
their ability to access transit and other services. Figure 2-7 shows the incidence of disability status by
age group for those aged 16 years and older reporting a disability. As shown almost half of all people
who have a disability are 65 years of age or older. This becomes extremely important as we recognize
the transportation needs of our aging population and how best to serve them. Statistics from the US
Department of Labor indicate that the unemployment rate for persons with a disability was 10.5
percent in 2016. This is almost twice the unemployment rate of those who do not have a disability (4.6
percent).2
The ACS, for the most recent period available, shows 13.1 percent of the County population indicated
they have a disability. The Hele-On passenger survey reported 17.5 percent (122 passengers) of the
passengers indicated they have a disability that limits their mobility.

2

US Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Persons with a Disability: Labor Force Characteristics Summary
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Figure 2-7. Disability Incidence by Age
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ADA Complimentary Paratransit Service is currently being provided in the Hilo and Kona urban areas. The
program is just one-year old. Figure 2-8 shows the number of monthly trips provided. Since inception,
trips have increased from 52 in July 2016 to 253 provided in June 2017. Since August 2016, ADA demand
has increased an average of 7.6% per month. The upward trend in ADA paratransit demand is expected
to continue in the Hilo and Kona urban areas. Hele-On will also need to accommodate ADA-eligible
passengers in other service areas based upon ADA requirements. These requirements are being
incorporated into the Service Plan.
Figure 2-8. Hele-On ADA-Passenger Trips Since Inception
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Implications of an Aging Populace on Transit
Hele-On should institute a number of initiatives to accommodate an aging population. These initiatives
which benefit all passengers include service strategies, information presentation, bus stop identification,
and technology use.
•

Service strategies include flexible route/deviation services, expanded use of shared
ride taxi, and incorporating transportation network companies such as Uber and Lyft.
Flexible route/deviation services incorporate a fixed-route with scheduled timepoints
with time added to the schedule to “deviate” up to ¾ mile to pick up ADA-eligible
passengers. The ADA-eligible passengers would schedule their trip the same as the
ADA service currently operating in Hilo and Kona. On-time performance is important
for all trips and should be a high priority for the agency, however, it is of critical
importance for youth, seniors, and the disabled population. Poor on-time
performance may mean missed appointments and can cause confusion and concern
in vulnerable populations.

•

Information presentation includes simplified updated schedules that are easy to read
and understand. The updated schematic maps showing key destinations and route
direction should be posted on Hele-On’s website and distributed. Information
presentation includes adding route information on all buses with a simplified,
consistent route number and destination that matches published schedules and route
maps. On buses, next stop announcement should be given either by the drivers or
electronic means.

•

Much of Hele-On’s system is accessed via flag-stops. Intending passengers are told to
wait on the street and wave the bus down: “…by simply flagging down the bus at a
safe location on the highway or roadway where the bus can SAFELY pull off the road.”
Some may have trouble determining what is a “safe” location. Some drivers may pick
up a passenger at a location that another driver will not. Hele-On has recognized the
need to move toward permanent, identified stops and has continued to add them to
the system. This needs to continue so that all stops are identified stops with a
minimum of a bus stop sign.

•

Technology advances have been a great asset to transit systems and passengers.
Hele-On is pursuing a GIS-based bus location app which will allow passengers to know
where their intending bus is located. Other applications of this technology include
electronic displays with bus arrival information at major timepoints. Electronic
displays could be implemented at the major timepoints of Mo‘oheau Bus Terminal
(MBT), the University of Hawai‘i at Hilo, Prince Kūhiō Plaza, Waimea stop on Pukalani
Road, Keauhou Shopping Center, and a location near the heart of Kailua-Kona along
Ali‘i Drive and Palani Road. Video Surveillance should be installed and noticeable at
MBT and on all buses.

•

Buses should be low-flow or kneeling for ease of access and should have ramps or lifts
for those requiring accessibility assistance.
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3.0 Development Patterns
This section presents the development patterns that contribute to the need and demand for public
transportation in the County of Hawai‘i going into the future.

3.1.

Current Development Patterns

The County is operating under development patterns that were established in the 1960s. These patterns,
shown in Figure 3-1, include3:
Two primary urban centers circled in red in Figure 3-1,
Two primary visitor industry centers circle in green,
Two growth areas circled in brown, and
Rural
The two growth areas circled in brown are defined as “underserved growth areas.” While zoned and
platted, many areas do not have utilities. The US Census reported that 60 percent of the County’s
population resides in Census described urban areas. This 60 percent urban/40 percent rural split is not
expected to change substantially over the next two decades. Nationally,80.7 percent of the U.S.
population resided in urban areas as reported in the 2010 Census.
These development patterns produce low population densities, even in the urban areas. The rural
population includes small towns, villages, and settlements many with limited services. The major job
centers are located in Hilo and the North Kona/Resorts areas. As shown in Figure 3-1, the non-residential
development is mostly located in Hilo, North Kona and South Kohala. However, the work force is spread
throughout the Island with major growth occurring in Puna and Ka‘ū Districts due to affordability of
housing. This distribution of jobs versus residential results in long commutes and increasing congestion
on limited road corridors.
Figure 3-2 presents the current road network serving the County along with the ownership of the roads.
This figure shows clearly that there are few options for residents to travel from their homes in the Puna
and Ka‘ū Districts to the job centers in Hilo and North Kona.
The two underserved growth areas identified in Figure 3-1 are primarily served by private roads within
the neighborhoods, shown in Figure 3-2. Many of these roads are not built to standard and can be difficult
for the larger transit buses to traverse. Figure 3-3 shows an example of washboarding (multiple and
continuous dips) that characterizes many of the private roads. Hele-On does travel on some private roads.
Currently, Route 10 serving Volcano-Hilo diverts to Fern Acres for one roundtrip daily using private roads.
The roads within Fern Acres have large dips similar to the example in Figure 3-3. The driver slows the 40foot bus and takes each hill/dip on an angle to avoid hitting the undercarriage. It would be preferable to
serve these areas with smaller vehicles that can travel on these roads and connect to larger vehicles
serving major corridors connecting communities.

3

County of Hawai‘i, General Plan Comprehensive Review Scenario Planning, August 2016.
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Figure 3-1. Residential and Non-Residential Development Patterns

Red – Two primary urban centers
Green – Visitor industry centers
Brown – Underserved growth areas
Residential development
Nonresidential development

Source: County of Hawai‘i General Plan Comprehensive Review Scenario Planning Public
Input Forum, August 2016, page 56.
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Figure 3-2. Road Network

Source: County of Hawai‘i General Plan Comprehensive Review Scenario Planning Public
Input Forum, August 2016, page 92.

Figure 3-3. Example
Washboarding
Characteristics

Source: Google Earth
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Most importantly, Figure 3-4 shows the road capacity of the major corridors connecting communities in
Hawai‘i County. The roads identified as “significantly over capacity” do not have alternative travel
corridors available for people to use to access destinations in Hilo, Kea‘au, Waimea, and North Kona. The
significantly over capacity roads are where the current Hele-On routes experience serious delay impacting
on-time performance.

Figure 3-4. 2014 Road Capacity

Source: County of Hawai‘i General Plan Comprehensive Review Scenario Planning Public
Input Forum, August 2016, page 93.
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3.2.

Future Development

The 2016 estimated number of housing units was 86,778 according to the ACS. This is expected to increase
by 50.8 percent by the year 2040. As has been the case, growth throughout the County will vary
considerably by community. As shown in Table 3-1, Hilo is expected to have the slowest growth at about
29 percent. The region with the highest growth is expected to be Hawaiian Paradise Park-Orchidland at
171 percent.4
Table 3-1. 2040 Housing Unit Increase by Community
County and Region

Percent Growth
in Housing Units

Hawai‘i County
Hilo

59%
29%

North Hilo-Hāmākua
Villages
Waimea
Ka‘ū
Kea‘au-Kurtistown
Upper Puna

36%
60%
93%
72%
101%

Hawaiian Paradise ParkOrchidland

171%

Source: County of Hawai‘i General Plan Update,
Finalized Forecast and Analysis, September 2016

The County has existing zoning rights to accommodate over 850,000 people. Much of the affordable zoned
rights are located in Puna and Ka‘ū as shown in Figure 3-5. This figure does not include existing
development and only shows currently zoned residential capacity. The South Kona area shows existing
capacity that is low density, however, it would be considered not as affordable. Higher density areas are
located in Oceanview and Puna communities.
The increase in housing, especially in the Puna and Ka‘ū Districts will further exasperate commute times
as residents in these districts will need to travel to Hilo and Kona/South Kohala areas for major services
and jobs further impacting transit services. It will be more important than ever for a strong transit
connection between these communities and the job centers, as existing and planned roads would not be
able to accommodate the extra vehicles if transit were not available.

4

County of Hawai’i, Key Findings from the General Plan Comprehensive Review Trends and Forecasts Report, September 2016
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Figure 3-5. Residential Zoned Capacity

Source: County of Hawai‘i General Plan Comprehensive Review Scenario Planning Public
Input Forum, August 2016, page 65.
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County Distribution of Jobs
Table 3-2 shows the current and future estimated distribution of wage and salary jobs in the County by
District. Hilo and Kona will continue to generate more jobs than the other Districts. The self-employed
jobs have not been distributed throughout the Districts and are shown as a single line item.

Table 3-2. County Distribution of Jobs
WAGE AND SALARY JOBS

COUNTY
DISTRICTS

2013

Hilo

2040

Percent
Change

19,749

23,229

17.6%

Hāmākua 1

5,321

7,638

43.5%

South Kohala

6,603

9,606

45.5%

North Kohala

1,988

3,098

55.8%

Kona

19,758

29,117

47.4%

Ka‘ū

2,085

3,145

50.8%

Puna

11,743

17,258

47.0%

Self-Employed

27,600

58,600

112.3%

94,847

151,691

59.9%

TOTAL
1

Includes North Hilo

Source: County of Hawai‘i General Plan Update, Finalized Forecast and Analysis,
September 2016 and State of Hawai’i DBEDT Long Range Projections 2040 Series
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4.0 District Level Trends
This section presents discussion at the District level. Highlights impacting transit provision is briefly
presented. If the proportion of current population each District has is maintained in the future as
projected5 then the estimated population by District in the year 2040 is as shown in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1. County Population by District

County and District
Hawai‘i County
Puna
Hilo
Hāmākua
North Kohala
South Kohala
Kona
Ka‘ū

2010

2040

Percent of
County
Population

185,079
45,326
52,968
6,513
6,322
17,627
47,872

296,322
72,570
84,805
10,428
10,122
28,222
76,646

24.5%
28.6%
3.5%
3.4%
9.5%
25.9%

8,451

13,531

4.6%

Hilo
Hilo is the major hub for services,
education, and jobs. It is expected to
maintain its importance in providing
those jobs and services. Hilo is currently
a hub for transit services which will
become even more important into the
future.
Figure 2-3 presented the age of
population by three categories. As
shown, the number of residents aged
65 and over is increasing; from 17.9% of
the population in 2015 to 21.2% in
2040. The impact of an increasing
elderly population is already being felt
by the unmet demand for affordable
elderly housing.
Affordable elderly housing such as the
Mohouli Heights Senior Neighborhood
5

County of Hawai’i General Plan Comprehensive Review Trends and Forecasts Final Report, September 2016: “For most of the
forecast variables, historical data were allocated to the FAZs using a constant share approach…” This approach was applied to
Table 4-1.
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which is currently being built will become more common. The Mohouli project currently has 200 people
on a waiting list for 122 units (60 units have already been built and are occupied)6.
Many elderly housing developments are built
further out of the urban core where land is more
affordable but transportation to services is
difficult for the residents. The Tribune Herald
article quoted C. Kimo Alameda, Director of the
County’s Office of Aging, “transportation, so far,
has been the biggest concern expressed by
senior citizens.”7
Figure 4-1 shows the Hilo bus network (shown in
green lines) and the Hilo paratransit service area
(shown in gray shading). The figure shows the
location of the new senior housing with a pin. As
Photo credit: Hawai’i Tribune Herald
shown, the housing is not on a bus line and therefore, the County may see demand increasing on the
paratransit and taxi program. It will be important for MTA to monitor the larger elderly home
developments and be a part of their planning and permitting process.
Figure 4-1. Hilo Paratransit Service Area

6
7

Hawaii Tribune Herald: Long lines waiting for senior housing, by Jeff Hansel, July 12, 2017
ibid
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Hilo Community Development Plan
A Community Development Plan has not been prepared for the Hilo District. Instead, planning efforts
focused on downtown Hilo and the EnVision plan (2005) and the EnVision Update work (2010). The
following describes the transit improvements identified in the EnVision Plan and Update and the
Downtown Hilo Multimodal Master Plan (2017).
EnVision Downtown Hilo 2025, ‘Ike iā Hilo, is the result of a grassroots visioning process that inspired the
community. Originally, guided by the Friends of Downtown Hilo Steering Committee, community
members in Hilo came together in 2004 to develop a shared vision and an implementation matrix that
would make their vision a reality. The resulting plan, “EnVision Downtown Hilo 2025: A Community-Based
Vision and Living Action Plan (EDH 2025), was adopted by Hawai‘i County Council Resolution 192-05 in
November 2005.
EnVision Downtown Hilo 2025 identifies ten key sustainability measures. One of these ten is multi-modal
transportation. This measure highlights actions that promote a variety of transportation options such as
public transit, shuttle service, park-and-ride options, private vehicles, pedestrians, scooters, bicycles, and
rollerblades. EnVision Downtown Hilo embraces “complete streets” which are designed and operated to
enable safe access for all users. Multi- modal transportation strategies include the following:
Strategy 1.1 -- Increase access to Downtown Hilo through alternative transportation options
Action 1.11 -- Provide bicycle racks and related amenities on buses
Action 1.12 -- Launch Downtown circulating shuttle
Action 1.13 -- Expand Hele-On routes/stops
Action 1.14 -- Expand tour bus loading/unloading and parking areas
Action 1.15 -- Investigate a bike rental program for residents and visitors
Action 1.16 -- Develop bike paths between Downtown and the educational institutions
Strategy 6.1 -- Implement a series of connected measures to calm traffic, encourage multi-modal
transportation, and accommodate pedestrians
Action 6.11 -- Develop a master plan to include traffic circulation, parking, and pedestrian
streetscapes
Action 6.12 -- Develop a pilot event for a vehicle free area
Action 6.13 -- Identify potential vehicle-free streets or zones
Action 6.14 -- Improve multi-modal and pedestrian access on designated streets in
Downtown
Action 6.15 -- Identify streets for implementing traffic calming measures
Action 6.16 -- Develop landscaped curb extensions
Action 6.17 -- Develop a system of bike lanes
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The Downtown Hilo Multimodal Master Plan (DHMMP), Public Review Draft, January 2017 was prepared
by SSFM International. This project responded to major recommendations in the EnVision planning
process which was to introduce Complete Streets principles and develop strategies to enliven Downtown
Hilo. Two Guiding Principles for the project were to:
Identify and seek corrections to features of the transportation network or barriers that
make it unsafe or uncomfortable for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit
users, and motorists;
Enhance Downtown Hilo as a gathering place and destination that invites residents and
tourists alike to patronize Downtown businesses, enjoy beautiful waterfront vistas, walk
to work, access public transportation, and marvel at the spectacle of Hilo Bay and a
traditional historic Downtown.
The DHMMP identified the following key recommendations for transit in Downtown Hilo:
E-1) Establish a Downtown shuttle and implement it in stages. (The three stages are
presented in Figure 4-2. Stage 2 provides an extension to North Hilo which is
currently underserved by Hele-On.)
E-2) Initially, connect remote parking lots so employees will park there rather than
utilizing on-street spaces and the Mo‘oheau lot. Operate the shuttle in a clockwise
loop with three stops on Keawe Street. Service would depart every 8 to 10 minutes
and could possibly operate in peak periods only. Use tram type vehicles or replicas of
the former sampans, but with full ADA compliant accessibility.
E-3) Extend the shuttle route. Peak period services could include a route across the
Wailuku River into the neighborhood north of Hilo and an extension to the Civic
Center complex. Three vehicles would operate every 10 minutes in the morning and
evening peak periods. Midday service would be provided with one vehicle just
serving the initial route. A more substantive vehicle should be used for this operation
such as the trolleys used on O‘ahu.
E-4) Later, extend the shuttle to more distant destinations with service every 30
minutes to the Port of Hilo, Hilo International Airport, and UH Hilo. Six vehicles
would operate in the morning and evening peak periods and four during midday
service. The operation could use a higher technology bus. A higher capacity bus, such
as the double deckers operating in Honolulu, may be necessary to serve peak loads
from the cruise terminal.
E-5) Improve security at Mo‘oheau Terminal and add bike services. Relocate the
Terminal to the parking structure if and when the decision is made to proceed.
E-6) Create a Downtown mobile app for wayﬁnding, real-time transit information,
bike sharing availability, and locations and walking tours.
E-7) Install sheltered transit stops with wayﬁnding, street furniture, and other
amenities.
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Figure 4-2. DHMMP Downtown Shuttle Routes and Characteristics
Stage

1

Description

Routes

Baseline Remote
Parking Shuttle

Vehicles

Headway

1

8 to 10
minutes

Comments
Alternatives
build on this
baseline. It
could
operate in
peak
periods
only.

2

Baseline with
Extensions to the
Civic Center area
and North Hilo

3

10 minutes Extensions
could be
operated in
the peak
period only.

3

Baseline with
Extensions (Stage 2)
and Connections.

6

8 to 10
minutes,
15 in nonpeak
periods
15-30
minutes on
branches

Source: Downtown Hilo Multimodal Master Plan (DHMMP), Public Review Draft, January 2017, page 148.
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Baseline
with
extensions
provided by
2 vehicles in
peak period
only.

Hāmākua
Most of the population in Hāmākua is located
in villages along both sides of Highway 19 The
major road connection is Highway 19 –
Mamalahoa Highway. Most residential access
is from mauka/makai streets that are not
through streets.
Current bus service, is provided mostly by the
Hilo-South Kohala/Kona commuter trips
traveling along the highway. However, many
of these trips are already full with limited seats
for
additional
passengers.
Intending
passengers along the Highway must wait in
unprotected areas and “flag” the bus driver. In
some cases, passengers are passed by.

Hāmākua Community Development Plan
These issues are addressed in the Hāmākua
Community Development Plan which
identified the following policies: Expand
Mass Transit Facilities & Services, including
adding intra-town routes, increasing bus
trips through the Hāmākua Planning Area, and installing additional passenger shelters. It was recognized
that not all locations have room for a shelter. Other policies endorsed by the Community include:
Implementing technology such as GIS
Developing rideshare and vanpooling
Provide transit stops within towns and villages (where practicable)
Identify park-and-ride locations
Identifying park-and-ride locations or designed stops would provide a safer alternative than waiting on
the edge of the highway to flag a bus. It is recognized that land is not easily available, but, perhaps sharing
church parking may be a viable option. Table 4-2 provides characteristics from the 2010 US Census of
residents within the District showing that some communities have higher incidences of poverty and
unemployed. Many of the residents indicated that access to jobs and services were needed in these
communities. An improved transit system is considered vital to providing that access.
Table 4-2. Population Characteristics within Hāmākua District
Census Designated
Place
Honokaa
Honomu
Kukuihaele
Laupahoehoe
Paauilo
Papaikou
Paukaa
Pepeekeo

Percent Family in
Poverty

Percent Unemployed

12.0%
19.2%
25.2%
3.6%
9.9%
8.8%
11.7%
28.5%

8.2%
1.1%
23.4%
5.6%
11.5%
5.6%
5.6%
15.0%
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Percent of Households Percent of Population
with No Vehicle
with a Disability
7.8%
0.6%
4.0%
1.6%
4.6%
5.5%
1.4%
9.6%

18.7%
17.3%
11.7%
13.9%
14.5%
14.7%
19.0%
13.0%

North Kohala
The North Kohala community is rural
and residents desire to keep
development to a minimum. Densities
are low, with a few towns offering some
services. Residents commute to jobs
and major shopping areas outside the
District as there are few available within
the District.
North Kohala is served by two transit
routes that would considered to be
emanating from a Kona hub. Each route
provides one round-trip daily. One route
is a commuter run from North Kohala to
the South Kohala Resorts. The second
route, North Kohala/Waimea/KailuaKona has a dual purpose of providing
school trips from North Kohala to
Waimea, then continuing to Kona for
shopping opportunities. Both routes
operate Monday through Saturday,
although the North Kohala/Waimea/
Kailua-Kona route does not serve Waimea on Saturdays.
A third route provided limited service from North Kohala to Waimea three days a week. This route was
cancelled in 2016 following the demonstration period due to low ridership. Passengers commented during
the passenger survey that not enough time was provided for those intending to shop or eat in Waimea on
that third route. The suggestion was adding Waimea into a revised North Kohala/Waimea/Kailua-Kona
Saturday trip that would offer several hours in Waimea for passengers.

North Kohala Community Development Plan
The most prominent themes expressed by North Kohala residents during the conduct of the CDP included:
Preserving Kohala’s rural character and open spaces, probably the most important theme,
Protecting its cultural heritage,
Promoting agriculture,
Increasing both mauka and makai access,
Providing affordable housing, and
Improving infrastructure (including roads, the water system, and power lines).
The CDP did not include any recommendations for additional public transit. However, given the isolation
of the region, additional transportation options would be considered important for residents to access
work, shopping, and services opportunities.
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South Kohala
South Kohala will continue to see increases in
population in Waimea and development activity
along the resort area. Demand will increase for
transportation to job opportunities. Figure 3-4
showed that several access roads within South
Kohala were over capacity or significantly over
capacity. With increased housing and employment
development, this will add to congestion and
commute times.
Several of the communities within South Kohala
have one major access road including Waimea
Town and Waikoloa Village. Both towns are served
by Hele-On. Waimea service from the passthrough commuter routes and one shuttle that
provides service within Waimea.
Waikoloa Village is served by the Hilo-South
Kohala Resort-Kona commuter routes. Transit to
the South Kohala Resorts is designed for
commuters. The resorts are served by trips from
Hilo, North Kohala, and Pahala. It is noted that
there is no direct available transit service to the Kona International Airport for residents of North and
South Kohala or for tourists.

South Kohala Community Development Plan
The South Kohala Community Development Plan identified five district wide policies. These policies
focused on the highest priorities the community identified during the development of the CDP. General
Policy 2 specifically focuses on the transportation needs of the district. The policy states:
“General Policy 2: Provide for the Transportation and Circulation Needs of
the South Kohala Community and for Commuters to/from South Kohala.”
Related sub-policies that have direct impact on the TMP are:
“2.1
New major roads in the District shall incorporate “complete street” standards,
including provisions for vehicular traffic, pedestrians, bicycles, and public transportation,
except in the case of extreme mitigating factors. “Complete Streets” are designed and
operated to enable safe access for all users. Pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and bus riders
of all ages and abilities are able to safely move along and across a complete street.
Improving the safety and viability of alternate modes of transportation in South Kohala will
encourage more people to leave their cars at home and walk, bike, or bus to their
destinations more often.
2.4
Identify and establish transit corridors for future mass transit service within the
district. While the provision of mass transit service such as rail may be decades away
for South Kohala, the County should plan ahead for future mass transit service in the
district by establishing transit corridors. Setting aside land now for transit corridors
may help to reduce future costs of implementing mass transit services.”
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Kona
The Kona and Hilo Districts currently
provide almost the same number of jobs
for County residents. By 2040, Kona will
provide 25 percent more jobs than Hilo.
Development is expected to continue for
both residential and commercial
contributing to further congestion and
commute times. The figure below shows
that a majority of access routes are
already congested.

Current transit service within Kona is complicated. Kona is
served by the North Kohala-Waimea-Kailua-Kona Route (1
roundtrip), the Pahala to South Kohala Resorts route (3
roundtrips), the Hilo-Kona Route (3 roundtrips) and the IntraKona Route. The Intra-Kona Route incorporates the trips of the
other three routes into its schedule. Timepoints or major
locations in the greater Kona area are served intermittently as
shown in Figure 4-3. Figure 4-4 presents the Intra-Kona Route
showing many of the destinations are served with limited trips
(shown with a dashed line). There is no single location in Kona
where an intending passenger can access the various routes and find information on the system.
There are a few signed bus stops within Kona, however, many are flag stops. There is confusion along Ali’i
Drive in particular as there are some official signed bus stops. However, passengers are informed by the
Hele-On website that you can flag the bus. In some cases, a driver will stop for those flagging the bus (even
if an official stop is located nearby) but other drivers may not stop. As noted in the schedule, service to
the airport is limited although drivers will stop on the highway to let passengers off to walk into the
airport.
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Figure 4-3. Intra-Kona Hele-On Schedule and Route Schematic
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Figure 4-4. Intra-Kona Hele-On Route Schematic
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Kona Community Development Plan
At buildout, the Kona CDP area is expected to produce approximately 12,700 new dwelling units with
20,300 new residents, over 4.8 million square feet of new commercial and industrial uses and 10,100 new
jobs. This growth is to be served by an overarching land use strategy to encourage development to occur
in a compact, village-style form along primary or secondary transit routes known as Transit Oriented
Development (TOD). Ten TODs are proposed in the CDP. The CDP prioritizes essential infrastructure to
support growth inside TODs and promotes the use of all available public financing mechanisms to fund
that infrastructure.
To achieve this vision, the Kona CDP lists eight guiding principles. The most relevant to the TMP is #2.
“2. Provide connectivity and transportation choices. Future growth should connect
communities with movement alternatives such as sidewalks, trails, and bike
lanes. We need an efficient public transportation system for moving people. It
should have comfortable and frequent service to key destinations, along
prominent commuter routes, and at transfer points that offer connections to
alternative modes of transportation.”
The Kona CDP Transportation Element overall strategy recognizes that future urban development must
contribute to a well-connected local transportation network that provides for safe, direct, and convenient
access for automobile, bicycle, and pedestrian traffic. Local streets include all streets that are not
designated as collectors or arterials. Although local streets are not designed for through or heavy traffic,
the connectivity of these streets with each other and with collectors is crucial ensuring that residents can
easily reach destinations within the community. Major public transportation strategies listed in the Kona
CDP Transportation Element include the following:
1. Mass Transit. A major expansion of the County’s public mass transit service in
Kona would provide significant alternatives to individual automobile use.
2. Multi-Modal Transportation. Taking advantage of Kona’s consistently mild
climate, a network of interconnected bike lanes, trails, and sidewalks within and
outside road right-of-ways would provide a healthy and green alternative to
automobile use.
3. Transit-Oriented Development (TOD). The development of compact, mixed-use
villages which would integrate housing, employment, shopping, and recreation
opportunities. Villages would be designed around transit stations/stops which
would reduce the need for daily trips and financially support the expanded transit
system.
To move toward the Kona CDP vision and strategies requires organizing current bus routes. The
identification of a suitable location for a major hub to serve current residents is a priority for the TMP.
With consistent schedules and route alignments, ridership will grow as passengers realize they are able
to reach their destination more than once or twice a day.
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Ka‘ū
The Ka‘ū District noted in Figure 3-1 is an
underserved growth area. Housing is
affordable and lots have been zoned. By
2040, the percent growth in housing
units is expected to be 93 percent.
Ka‘ū District has very few jobs available.
As shown in Table 3-2, Ka‘ū has the
second lowest number of jobs; this will
not change. Residents must commute
long distances to access both jobs and
other services.
Hele-On provides commuter service to
Ka‘ū residents. One roundtrip is provided
to Hilo and three roundtrips are provided
to Kona/South Kohala Resorts. One parkand-ride lot is located in Oceanview
which is used by both Hele-On
commuters and school bus passengers.
With its rural, isolated area, housing is
affordable, although spread out. This attracts residents who have limited resources. Table 4-3 shows
selected characteristics of current Ka‘ū residents. As shown, several Census Designated Places (CDP)
within the District have very high percentages of families living in poverty and high unemployed rates. A
high percent of the population in Discovery Harbor and Hawaiian Oceanview have disabilities.
Those living in Pahala have much lower incidences of poverty, unemployment, and population using public
assistance. Pahala though has more services available than the other CDPs.
Table 4-3. Population Characteristics within Ka‘ū District

8.2%
1.1%
23.4%
5.6%

Percent of
Population Using
Public Assistance
7.8%
0.6%
4.0%
1.6%

Percent of
Population with a
Disability
18.7%
17.3%
11.7%
13.9%

15.0%

9.6%

13.0%

Census Designated
Place

Percent Family
in Poverty

Percent
Unemployed

Discovery Harbor
Hawaiian Oceanview
Nāʻālehu
Pahala

12.0%
19.2%
25.2%
3.6%

Wai‘ōhinu

28.5%
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Ka‘ū Community Development Plan
A number of challenges for Ka‘ū are identified in the CDP. There are few industries, restaurants and other
businesses available in Ka‘ū. Therefore the majority of the working residents must commute to other areas
including Kona and Hilo for work.
With the limited number of businesses, the CDP states that the majority of local resident dollars are spent
outside of the area. Another challenge for the Ka‘ū district is how to entice visitors since there is a high
volume of visitor traffic passing through the district, but not stopping. Objective 1 in the CDP addresses
these challenges:
Objective 1: Encourage future settlement patterns that are safe, sustainable, and
connected. They should protect people and community facilities from natural hazards,
and they should honor the best of Ka‘ū’s historic precedents: concentrating new
commercial and residential development in compact, walkable, mixed-use town/village
centers, allowing rural development in the rural lands, and limiting development on the
shorelines.
Ka‘ū community priorities related to the Transit Master Plan include: Prioritize bus system improvements,
including a Ka‘ū loop route, an Ocean View route, evening trips to Hilo and Kona, and adding passenger
shelters. Under enhancing the community infrastructure, the CDP addresses transportation:
Objective 8: Establish a rural transportation network, including roadway alternatives to
Highway 11, a regional trail system, and an interconnected transit system.
The following policies were identified in support of Objective 8:
Policy 106 Establish an intra-district bus loop route that circulates among and within all
Ka‘ū communities.
Policy 107 Provide bus routes for evening trips to Hilo and Kona.
Policy 108 Provide bus shelters in Nāʻālehu, Wai‘ōhinu, Discovery Harbour, and Ocean
View.
Policy 109 Establish a bus route that circulates within Ocean View.
Challenges to providing a transit circulator or loop route include the large blocks that were laid out in
Ocean View. These blocks are .25-mile square and encompass almost all of the community. Distances to
other communities within the district are long and take time so that any one bus would only be able to
make a few trips. Additional trips would require additional drivers and buses. As the district continues to
grow, these additional services will become much more important so residents can access jobs and
services.
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Puna
Puna’s population is expected to continue to
grow. Puna, has more affordable housing and
is within an acceptable distance from Hilo than
other districts. Puna has a couple of
towncenters including Pāhoa, Kea’au,
Kurtistown, and Volcano.
Even though all of the District is located within
the most hazardous lava flow (LF) zones: LF1,
LF2 and LF3, 52,000 subdivision lots have been
created. These subdivisions are large with few
streets and infrastructure. Puna is listed as an
underserved growth area with the housing
unit growth expected to be 72 percent for
Kea’au-Kurtistown, 101 percent for Upper
Puna, and 171 percent for Hawaiian Paradise
Park-Orchidland as shown previously in Figure
3-1.
New development is proceeding in Pahoa.
Puna Kai is underdevelopment and will
provide 103,600 square feet of retail and
8
business space. This new construction, will add a transit stop in addition to road extensions as shown in
the following image. It would be ideal to carve out space for a Pahoa secondary hub to include a secure
park-and-ride lot. Comments during the CDP process included residents indicating they would share rides
and park to access the bus if a secure location were available. Partnering with the new development to
provide security would increase transit ridership and allow passengers to shop at the development on the
way to transit or from transit.

Source: Hawai‘i Tribune Herald, February 8, 2017. Meridian Pacific, LTD., Puna Kai Development

8Hawai‘i

Tribune Herald, February 8, 2017. Meridian Pacific, LTD., Puna Kai Development
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Current transit service is frequently bogged down in roadways that are significantly over capacity as shown
in red in Figure 4-5.
Figure 4-5. Capacity of Roadways

Puna is served by two Hele-On bus routes: Ka‘ū-Volcano-Hilo and Hilo-Pāhoa-Pohoiki. Both routes are
frequently way behind schedule due to congestion and route length. Some trips have been as much as 60
minutes behind schedule.
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The Hilo-Pāhoa-Pohoiki route has several diversions as shown in Figure 4-6. Serving Kalapana adds over
25 miles to the route length. Almost all stops in Puna are flag stops (two new shelters have been installed
in Kurtistown), and with the sometimes poor on-time performance, many times intending passengers
have no idea when the bus will arrive or if the bus will arrive.
Past studies have pointed to the need for alternate roads, although all alternatives would be difficult to
build and none are currently under development. It is clear from the increased pressure to add affordable
homes to Puna, that transit needs to transform its delivery to provide service.

Figure 4-6. Pahoa-Hilo Route Schematic
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Puna Community Development Plan
A large portion of the Puna CDP was devoted to transportation. The following objectives were established
in the CDP to accomplish the transportation goals:
a. Convert the present Hele-On Bus routes and services to a “hub-and-spoke” system,
with paratransit vehicles bringing passengers from outlying areas to Hele-On Bus
hubs and also distributing passengers within the Hilo area.
b. Coordinate County transit services with special needs paratransit services and
school transportation.
c. Provide park-and-ride lots at key regional sites to promote commuter ridership.
d. Strengthen County capability and resources to operate the transit system and
increase ridership.
e. Ensure that pedestrians can access bus stops safely.
The Puna CDP identifies specific actions to improve transit services to the region. The following lists the
identified Actions from the CDP:
a. Prepare a County-wide Transit Master Plan to provide an overall framework for
transit improvements while incorporating user input from each district.
b. Improve transit service operations by:
1) Increasing transit service to a minimum of two additional runs during peak hours;
2) Establishing demand responsive transit in subdivisions;
3) Providing commuter express bus service from Pāhoa to Hilo and Volcano to Hilo
with local bus or paratransit services to feed selected stops in order to provide
service to a broader area; and
4) Establishing a hub-and-spoke transit system, in which transit circulators are teamed
with trunk routes on major highways.
c. Develop transit hubs at the following locations:
1) Kea‘au (Primary Hub): In-town location near commercial centers or on State lands
adjacent to the soccer fields; second site could include a new Mass Transit Agency
(MTA) baseyard and headquarters;
2) Pāhoa (Secondary Hub): On County-owned sites, either adjacent to Pāhoa Community
Center or on Highway 130 near Kahakai Boulevard where the new fire and police
stations are planned;
3) Volcano (Secondary Hub): Either at Cooper Center or on other available land; and
4) Mountain View or South Kulani (Secondary Hub).
d. Provide park-and-ride lots at the transit hubs and within Hawaiian Paradise Park at
one or two of the proposed village/town center sites, where the community-owned
parcel could serve as a parking lot for commuters, as well as a location for farmers’
markets.
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e. Develop a cooperative program with the Department of Education and private
schools to provide student passes for the Hele-On Bus.
f.

Launch a public education campaign promoting transit services, tailoring them to
target populations such as youth, commuters, and the elderly.

g. Cultivate public/private partnerships, such as employer-sponsored bus passes.
h. Expand the staff of the Mass Transit Agency to provide greater support for public
relations, route planning and coordination, technical operations and fleet
management.
i.

Investigate other incentives to increase ridership, such as continuance of free fare
program, convenient bus ticketing systems, reduced monthly rates for residents and
special needs populations, adding airport and post office service and tourist passes.

j.

Work with Hawai‘i Department of Transportation (DOT) in creating safe pedestrian
conditions for using mass transit.

k. Expand Hele-On transit service to include regular service to both the Hilo and
Keahole International Airports from all existing and future service routes.

District Discussion Conclusions
It is clear from the discussion in the preceding sections that each District has different public
transportation needs and expectations. These are summarized in Table 4-4. The ideal system to
accommodate those public transportation needs would be based on a regional hub system; with major
and secondary hubs.
The two major hubs incorporating multi-modal centers would be located in Hilo and Kona. Hilo has the
beginnings of a multi-modal center at MBT with Hele-On, taxi, information center, restrooms, seating,
security, parking, and private operators (such as Hoppa-On Hoppa-Off) serving the facility. However, real
time electronic information, secured bike parking, bike share, and potentially car share are missing. Kona
needs a centralized, easily accessed hub to serve the growing area.
Currently, Hilo has the only maintenance facility even though buses are stored in other locations such as
Kona, maintenance is only conducted in Hilo. If a breakdown occurs, mechanics are dispatched from Hilo.
As a major hub, Kona should have at least a light duty maintenance facility.
Secondary hubs would provide information, secure bike storage facilities, transferring opportunities,
shelter, parking, and other amenities depending upon site conditions. These would be located in Waimea,
Pahoa, and potentially Ocean View to start. Community Access or deviation routes using smaller vehicles
to penetrate the neighborhoods would connect passengers to the line-haul routes at these secondary
hubs. These smaller vehicles would be equipped to serve ADA-eligible passengers.
This service concept will be detailed in the Service Plan.
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Table 4-4. District Analysis Summary
District &
Character
HILO

Population
2010
2040 (1)
52,968
84,805

[Urbanized
area; low
density]

HAMAKUA

6,513

10,428

NORTH KOHALA

6,322

10,122

[Rural, low
density]
SOUTH KOHALA

17,627

28,222

47,872

76,646

[Rural; eight
small villages]

[Waikoloa,
Waimea;
balance is rural]

KONA
[Urbanized
area; low
density]

Current Hele-On Routes
Serving District (2)
Route 1 – Hilo-Kailua Kona
Route 10 – Kau-Volcano-Hilo
Route 40 – Hilo-PahoaPohoiki
Route 60 – Hilo-Honokaa
Route 80 – Hilo-South Kohala
Resorts
Route 101 – Intra-HiloKeaukaha
Route 102 – Intra-HiloKaumana
Route 103 – Intra-HiloWaikea-Uka
Route 1 – Hilo-Kailua Kona
Route 60 – Hilo-Honokaa
Route 80 – Hilo-South Kohala
Resorts

Route 70 – North KohalaSouth Kohala
Route 75 – North KohalaWaimea-Kailua Kona
Route 1 – Hilo-Kailua Kona
Route 75 – North KohalaWaimea-Kailua Kona
Route 80 – Hilo-South Kohala
Resorts
Route 90 – Pahala-South
Kohala Resorts
Route 301 – Waimea Shuttle
Route 1 – Hilo-Kailua Kona
Route 75 – North KohalaWaimea-Kailua Kona
Route 80 – Hilo-South Kohala
Resorts
Route 90 – Pahala-South
Kohala Resorts
Route 201 – Intra-Kona
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CDP Recommendations
Envision Hilo 2035/Downtown Hilo
Multi-Modal
• Increase access by alternate
options (bikes, bus shelters,
pedestrians)
• Improve streetscape
• Improve circulation
• More parking; remote
employee parking

•

Expand intra-town routes and
bus service
• Install passenger shelters
• Develop rideshare and carpool
• Identify park & ride locations
• Use GIS tools
• Preserve rural character
• Increase Mauka to Makai
access
• Improve infrastructure
Transportation & Circulation Needs
include:
• New major roads to be
“Complete Streets”
• Establish future transit
corridors, possibly consider rail
•
•
•

Use TOD as a growth strategy
Provide sidewalks, trails, bike
lanes
Transit should be frequent, go
to key destinations, with
commuter routes, and connect
to alternate modes

KAU
[Discovery
Harbor, Ocean
View, Naalehu,
Pahala,
Waiohinu]
PUNA
[Pahoa, Keaau,
Kuristown,
Volcano]

COUNTY TOTAL

8,451

13,531

45,326

72,570

185,679

296,322

Route 10 – Kau-Volcano-Hilo
Route 90 – Pahala-South
Kohala Resorts

Route 10 – Kau-Volcano-Hilo
Route 40 – Hilo-PahoaPohoiki

•
•
•
•

Establish an intra-district bus
loop
Evening routes to Hilo and Kona
More passenger shelters
Ocean View circulator

District sole main artery (Hwy 130) is
heavily congested
For transit, implement the following:
• Convert to a hub & spoke
system
• Coordinate paratransit and
school transportation
• Park & Ride at hubs
• Safe access to bus stops
• Increase service, by 2 more
peak runs
• Establish demand responsive
services
• Commuter express to Hilo from
Pahoa and Volcano with feeder
service
• Hubs in Keaau (primary); Pahoa,
Volcano, Mountainview or So.
Kulani (secondary)

(1) The estimated County population total of 296,322 was apportioned to the Districts based upon
current population proportion. The General Plan Update may have updated District population
projections.
(2) The Hele-On Route numbers listed above were developed for the Transit Master Plan and have
not been formally adopted by MTA.
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5.0 Other Trends
This section provides a brief discussion on other trends that are expected to impact the Mass Transit
Agency and provision of service.

Hele-On Kako‘o ADA Complementary Paratransit
MTA provides Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) complementary paratransit service in the urban areas
of Hilo and Kona. This new paratransit service was initiated in the summer of 2016. To date, the majority
of resources going into the paratransit Hele-On Kako‘o service has been on assessing potential ADA
eligible people. Service in the Kona urban area has been about 85 percent of the total number of ADA
paratransit trips provided since initiation. This may be due to the Shared Ride Taxi Program that is
available in the Hilo urban area.
As noted in the Hilo District discussion, the impact of the growing elderly population is expected to
increase demand on paratransit services. Many systems are struggling to contain paratransit costs. A 2013
Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) Research Brief reported that the average operating cost per
unlinked fixed route bus trip nationwide was $3.60. The average operating cost per demand responsive
trip was $32.70. These average costs were from the 2011 National Transit Database (NTD)9 and have been
increasing. Many systems are instituting programs to shift as many people as possible to the fixed-route
service versus the paratransit service due to these cost differentials. Some have offered substantially
reduced fares on the fixed route including free rides. Projections for Hele-On’s ADA service will be
provided in a subsequent report once a full year of data is available.

Hele-On Shared Ride Taxi Program
This shared ride program is available to all participants in the Hilo urbanized area. The only restriction is
that a maximum of 15 coupons may be purchased each week. It is currently not offered in Kailua-Kona or
other areas of the County. Seven taxi companies are participating in the program with two of them
offering ADA accessible vehicles and two companies serving the Hilo International Airport. Trips can be
taken at any time of day or night.
Passengers may use the service to travel up to nine miles within the Hilo urbanized area. People intending
to use the service must purchase coupons in increments of one, five, ten, or 1510. A trip of 0.1 to 4.0 miles
requires one coupon and a trip of 4.1 to 9.0 miles requires two coupons. Coupon book fares are:
Table 5-1. Hele-On Shared Ride Taxi Program
DescripEon
15 Coupon Book
10 Coupon Book
5 Coupon Book
1 Coupon

Fare
$30.00
$25.00
$15.00
$6.00

Cost per Coupon
$2.00
$2.50
$3.00
$6.00

Source: County of Hawai‘i Mass Transit Agency

9 TCRP Research Brief, TCRP Report 163: Strategy Guide to Enable and Promote the Use of Fixed-Route Transit by People with
Disabilities.
10 http://www.heleonbus.org/shared-ride-taxi-program-1
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The coupons do have an expiration date and are non-transferable and non-refundable. The fare has not
increased on the shared ride program in at least ten (10) years, however, the number of trips are
increasing and will continue to do so with the expected population growth in Hilo. The result is that MTA
is increasing its subsidy each year. This program will be part of the fare review in the Financial Report. The
taxi program carried 103,070 rides in 2015 as reported to the Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
National Transit Database (NTD).

Metropolitan Planning Organization
With the population growth in Hilo as shown previously it is conceivable that the Hilo Urban Area could
surpass 50,000 population by the time of the 2020 Census. If that occurs then a metropolitan planning
organization (MPO) would be required to be formed. MPOs are federally mandated and funded for any
urbanized area (UZA) with a population greater than 50,000. The State of Hawai‘i has two MPOs, one on
O'ahu and one on Maui which was formed after the 2010 Census. MPOs are designated by agreement
between the governor and local governments that together represent at least 75 percent of the affected
population or in accordance with procedures established by applicable state or local law.
Each MPO is required to develop a Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)—a list of upcoming
transportation projects—covering a period of at least four years. The TIP must be developed in
cooperation with the state and public transit providers. The TIP should include capital and non-capital
surface transportation projects, bicycle and pedestrian facilities, and other transportation enhancements,
Federal Lands Highway projects, and safety projects included in the State’s Strategic Highway Safety Plan.
The TIP must be fiscally constrained.11
Federal funding for transportation projects and programs are channeled through the MPO planning
process. Congress created MPOs to ensure that existing and future expenditures of governmental funds
for transportation projects and programs are based on a continuing, cooperative, and comprehensive
(“3-C”) planning process. Being recognized as a MPO area brings additional reporting requirements,
planning requirements, and funding opportunities for transit and other transportation projects. MTA will
want to take steps to monitor these developments.

11

https://www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/transportation-planning/metropolitan-planning-organization-mpo
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6.0 Evolving Transportation Systems
The County of Hawai‘i has embraced the multi-modal approach to transportation thinking. This is
evidenced by the complete streets discussion in several of the Community Development Plans, planning
for Transit Oriented Development in Kona, the recently completed Downtown Hilo Multi-Modal Plan, the
push to connect bicycle trails and paths, pedestrian improvements, and the County-wide Complete Streets
planning. Other systems such as bike and car share and transportation network companies are just getting
started or perhaps under development.

Complete Streets (CS)
The State of Hawai‘i adopted the Hawai‘i Complete Streets Act (Act 54) in 2009. It requires each County
to adopt a Complete Streets Policy that results in a balanced, multimodal transportation network, which
meets the needs of all users of streets, roads, and highways, including motorists, pedestrians, bicyclists,
children, persons with disabilities, seniors, movers of commercial goods, and users of public
transportation.
Hawaiʻi County responded to Act 54 by adopZng ResoluZon 171-11 on October 19, 2011, supporting the
establishment of a Hawaiʻi County Complete Streets Policy. A Hawaiʻi County CS program white paper
dated October 2015 provides an excellent overview of how the county is approaching CS. The guiding
principles listed in the white paper are as follows:
• Consider the movement of all people of all ages and abilities;
• Consider all modes of transportation, but emphasize alternatives to the automobile,
including transit, bicycle, and pedestrian accommodations;
• Be cognizant of persons with disability and their modes of transportation and moving
(coordinate with the Americans with Disability Act (ADA), and other regulations);
• Set realistic priorities that are visionary, yet practical, measurable and achievable;
• Outline a long-term comprehensive vision for a multi-modal transportation network
and guide future transportation capital investment and development entitlement
decisions;
• Identify features of the transportation network or barriers that make it unsafe or
uncomfortable for all users including: pedestrians, cyclists, transit users and
motorists;
• Be coordinated with the County’s General Plan and adopted Community
Development Plans (CDP) and complement the context of each of the community
CDPs;
• Be environmentally sensitive by reducing congestion, decreasing emissions, and
encouraging non-polluting modes of transportation, such as electric vehicles,
bicycles, walking, etc.;
• Use the latest and best design criteria and guidelines while recognizing the need for
flexibility in balancing user needs;
• Be coordinated with both rural and urban land use and support the County's
residential, public, commercial, mixed use, industrial, and resort uses; and
• During program development, the process will include stakeholder involvement and
public input as necessary and outlined in the work plan.
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Transportation Network Companies (such as Uber, Lyft)
The cause and effect of transportation network companies (TNC), such as Uber and Lyft, has on public
transportation is an ongoing conversation. TNCs have been increasingly studied and initial projects have
been instituted for:
Supplementing paratransit service,
Providing service after regular transit hours,
First/last mile transportation,
Providing suburban/rural service on selected route segments or neighborhoods, and
Both Uber and Lyft inaugurated service in the County in March 2017 (it appears quotes are
available for all areas of the County).
TNCs have expanded rapidly within the larger cities, as these services work well in densely populated
areas. It has been found that TNCs are increasingly replacing the walk mode for short trips. Rural areas
have low densities and much longer travel times making it difficult to entice a company to begin
operations. The following provides a summary from selected programs:
1. A study of TNCs in New York City shows usage increasing by millions of passengers from
2015 to 201612. This has had an impact on producing more traffic in the city. Some of the
increase of TNC usage may be attributed to the deterioration of existing transportation
services such as the subway and former taxi drivers switching to private driving yet the
study shows that much of the increase in TNC use happens on weekends or at night when
public transportation isn’t as readily available.

12https://www.citylab.com/transportation/2017/02/uber-lyft-transportation-network-companies-effect-on-transit-ridershipnew-york-city/517932/
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TNC usage does show an increase in suburban areas outside of the main city suggesting
that they are used as a connection to other services or to fill the gaps where public transit
isn’t as common “providing a first/last mile solution.” While the usage of TNC is a
convenience and a benefit to many the increase in car traffic in New York City has
produced negative impacts.
2. The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) has partnered with both Uber
and Lyft to provide rides for paratransit passengers. Other systems have begun
incorporating these services into their services. In the case of MBTA, the agency will pay
up to $13.00 of a scheduled trip. The passenger pays the first $2.00, MBTA will pay up to
the next $13.00, and the passenger pays anything over. Per the MBTA website:
For all eligible trips, customers pay the first $2 of a trip and the MBTA will cover up the
remainder of the fare up to $15. Customers cover anything additional. You will be shown
the total amount you owe at time of request. For example,
•
•
•

A $6 trip will cost customers $2 and the MBTA will pay $4
A $15 trip will cost customers $2 and the MBTA will pay $13
A $16 trip will cost customers $3 and the MBTA will pay $13

The pilot has saved roughly $40,000 for the MBTA. The program has also enabled
customers to take 28 percent more trips, with a 6 percent overall cost reduction. Average
cost per individual trip is down by 80 percent. Since January, overall cost reduction is
closer to 20 percent. The average cost to the customer is $4.38, as opposed to what the
Ride premium non-Americans with Disabilities act trip costs, which is $5.25. The pilot
started as an opt-in with 400 riders. For pilot customers, there has been an 18 percent
reduction in traditional Ride trips since the start of the program.13
3. There have been surveys done that show Uber/Lyft usage can impact individuals in their
overall commuting habits, people who use these services own fewer cars in general (1.5
vs 1.05 cars per household) and are more likely to use public transport when not using
private as opposed to driving themselves, and may overall be healthier due to more
walking, biking etc.14
Further studies show a similar effect but also debate that these services predominately
benefit higher-income individuals who may be more inclined to adopt to these services as
they have the personal resources to do so. How to be able to accommodate and expand
to lower income is in something of a trial-and-error phase though both the companies
and the transit departments are eager and willing to experiment:
4. Uber and Lyft rides are more likely to replace a trip in a car than a trip by transit. More
than half the respondents who listed ride sharing as their preferred mode of travel listed

13
http://mitsloan.mit.edu/newsroom/articles/uber-and-lyft-partner-with-boston-transit-agency-to-provide-on-demand-ridesto-disabled-residents/
14 https://www.theverge.com/2016/3/16/11248412/uber-lyft-APTA-public-transportation-study-last-mile
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journey by automobile as their second choice, about 15 percent said they'd use the bus
or train instead.15
Those surveyed had an average household income of $90,926, 70 percent more than the
US median of $53,657. It's an indication that Uber and Lyft users are wealthier than most
Americans, or at least that the report claiming these benefits built its findings on those
with disposable income

Bicycle and Pedestrian Access to Transit
Bicycle and pedestrian access to transit works well in the urban areas. Sidewalks are mostly available,
there are marked pedestrian crossings, there are lower auto volume streets available for bicyclists, and
there are generally places for people to lock their bicycles if they are not placing them on the bus bike
racks. However, in the rural areas this is not the case. Pedestrians must walk long distances, sometimes
walking along the shoulder of a road. Pedestrians cross higher speed, high volume roads that do not have
marked or signaled crosswalks. This is particularly noted in Puna along Keaau-Pahoa Road and in Hāmākua
along Highway 19.
Over one-fifth of the Hele-On passengers reported walking ‘More than 5 blocks’ to access the bus and
when leaving the bus to reach their destination. This is very high. For example, seven (7) percent of Maui
Bus passengers reported walking 5 or more blocks to access the bus. For bicyclists, there are few secure
bike lockers in the rural areas and many times the bike racks on the bus are full leaving the cyclist in a
quandary – do they lock their bike to a tree somewhere or continue their trip by bike since the next bus
may not be for a couple hours? Pedestrian and bicycle facilities need to be incorporated into the service
hubs.
Table 6-1. Hele-On Passengers’ Blocks Walked
40.0%

30.0%

20.0%

10.0%

0.0%

Blocks Walked to Bus
Blocks Walked from Bus

1 block
or less

2 to 3
blocks

4 to 5
blocks

30.4%
33.2%

37.5%
38.1%

11.5%
6.9%

Source: 2017 Hele-On Passenger Survey

15

https://www.wired.com/2016/03/uber-actually-makes-public-transit-better-youre-rich/
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More
than 5
blocks
20.6%
21.8%

Bike and Car Share
Bikeshare Kona Hawai‘i Island opened three bikeshare stations along Ali‘i Drive in Kona on August 30,
2016. Since that inauguration, the number of stations has remained the same. Bikesharing has continued
to gain popularity across the Country and internationally. Honolulu successfully launched 150 bikeshare
sites in June 2017. The program covers downtown Honolulu to the University and Waikīkī.
To date official car share companies have not started in Hawai‘i County. These companies include Car2go,
Zipcar, and Enterprise. These companies are entering the Honolulu market and can be expected to look
to the other counties.

7.0 Technology in Transit
Throughout this document a number of technology-based services have been discussed as they relate to
transit. These systems or services will be more fully explored in the Service, and Financial and Capital Plans
as they relate to improving Hele-On services and accounting. These include:
Real time GIS based Apps for cell phones and computers used to locate the bus.
Real time electronic displays of bus arrivals at transit hubs.
Interactive website allowing intending passengers to determine their best path to
catch Hele-On and how long they would wait to catch the bus. Additionally, each bus
stop should have a unique number that can be input to identify when the next buses
are arriving at that specific location.
Video surveillance (CCTV) at hubs and on the buses to promote safety.
Automated on bus next stop announcements (drivers should be announcing stops).
Automated passenger counting systems.
Fare collection systems. Hele-On’s system needs to be upgraded. Many systems are
implementing “smart card” technology in an attempt to move away from cash
handling. Many have gone away from using the paper transfer. Hele-On’s transfers
are hand written by the drivers delaying the bus. Honolulu, this summer abolished
the transfer in favor of an all-day pass. Other systems charge per ride, whether the
passenger needs one, two or three buses to complete their trip. Fare options and
collection systems will be further explored in later tasks.
The above list is not meant to be exhaustive, but to give an idea as to where Hele-On should be heading
in the next 20 years.

8.0 Summary
This report documents important trends that will impact transit service delivery. This information along
with a review of current conditions and community input will be incorporated into TMP components
including:
Service Improvement Program
Capital Investment Program
Fare Structure Review and Recommendations
Financial Plan
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